Exploring Criminal Justice: The Essentials
Now in a modernized Third Edition, the best-selling Exploring Criminal Justice: The Essentials continues to engage students in an exploration of the American criminal justice system. This classic text covers the foundational concepts of criminal law and the justice system, including the people and processes that make up the system and how they interact. It features updated statistics and data, contemporary court cases and case studies, and updated references for all topics. With Exploring Criminal Justice: The Essentials students will understand the relationship between law enforcement, corrections, law, policy making and administration, the juvenile justice system, and the courts. This well-organized and comprehensive text is the clear choice for introductory criminal justice courses.
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Customer Reviews

Thank its just what need for college

Brand new and fast delivery.

This is for my granddaughter which is in college.

Very good book

Great Book!
This was exactly what it was supposed to be, came in perfect condition, filled with knowledge and awesome stats, but it was also for school and was super boring.

Book was in great condition for the price.

This book is very easy to read. It is necessary because my professor teaches using only this book. Very useful.
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